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Abstract 

Fragmented or multiple publishing is generally considered negative, as authors may 

inflate their number of articles through duplicate publications and salami publications. 

However, there are valid and defensible arguments for a single research study generating 

multiple publications. The existing literature confirm the existence of fragmented 

publishing; however, the extent of the phenomenon is questioned. The present study is 

a large-scale analysis within the health sciences of more than 50,000 studies and the 

resulting publications. The data allows us to analyze differences across subdisciplines as 

well as over time. The results show that the majority of the fragmented publications are 

journal articles. This study also shows that the extent of fragmented publishing is tied to 

subdisciplines. Increased as well as decreased fragmented publishing are found when we 

compare across the subdisciplines as the development is tied to subdisciplines. The 

implications are discussed. 
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Introduction 

The scientific literature is growing, but concerns have been raised that some of the growth may be a 

sign of overproduction. Authors may in some cases inflate the number of articles by fragmented 

publishing, through duplicate publications and salami publications. Numerous studies confirm the 

existence of fragmented publishing (Durani, 2006; Ebrahim et al., 2016; Jefferson, 1998; Schein & 

Paladugu, 2001; Spielmans, Biehn, & Sawrey, 2010; Statzner & Resh, 2010). Furthermore, bibliometric 

studies analyze publication and citation characteristics of duplicate publications (Lariviere & Gingras, 

2010), multiple publications (Bornmann & Daniel, 2007) as well as plagiarism and self-plagiarism 

(García-Romero & Estrada-Lorenzo, 2014). 
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The International Committee of Medical Journal Editors defines duplicate publication (also known as 

redundant publication) as a publication of a paper that overlaps substantially with one already 

published, without clear, visible reference to the previous publication. COPE Committee on 

Publication Ethics (2019a) in a similar fashion defines a redundant publication as follows: 

When a published work (or substantial sections from a published work) is/are 

published more than once (in the same or another language) without adequate 

acknowledgment of the source/cross-referencing/justification,  

or 

When the same (or substantially overlapping) data is presented in more than one 

publication without adequate cross-referencing/justification, particularly when this is 

done in such a way that reviewers/readers are unlikely to realize that most or all the 

findings have been published before. 

Much related to duplicate publications is salami publication, as salami publication often includes 

recycling of text. COPE Committee on Publication Ethics (2019a) defines Salami publication (also 

known as least publishable unit or LPU) as a case where papers cover the same population, methods, 

and question and stresses that splitting up papers by outcomes is not legitimate. Salami publishing is a 

fuzzy concept and detection involves expert peer judgment because authors must usually show that 

research scattered in several articles should have been presented in a smaller number of publications 

(Andreescu, 2013).  

According to Norman and Griffiths (2008) there is considerable similarity and no clear demarcation 

between salami publication and duplicate publication. It can be difficult to determine, whether a 

publication is duplicate as we are dealing with shades of grey (Norman & Griffiths, 2008). COPE 

Committee on Publication Ethics (2019b) states the following distinction between salami and 

redundant publication: ”where there is a two thirds overlap, it is redundant publication”.  

The splitting of data or results is generally considered negative, unethical as well as a waste of time 

(Adibi, Kianpour, & Shirani, 2010; Budd & Stewart, 2015; Suárez, Bernhard, & Dellavalle, 2012). Some 

even name it autoplagiarism (Norman, 2014) or contamination (Rohrich & Sullivan, 2009). Bar-Ilan and 

Halevi (2018) argue that ethical misconduct has little effect on the advancement of science. 

Furthermore, as argued by (Happell, 2016), splitting into two or more publications may not necessarily 

be a questionable research practice. There simply may just be too much data for one paper. Also, Hicks 

and Berg (2014) argue that there are valid and defensible arguments for a single research study 

generating multiple publications and provide the following reasons: 

1. Limitations in journal space 

2. Interrelated reports may add or consolidate information and help spread knowledge across 

disciplines and languages  

3. Overlapping reports can integrate additional participants, examine alternate or long-term 

endpoints, present special analyses, or give specific data about diverse populations  

4. Sometimes a single, scientifically meaningful integrative article from a study is not possible and 

individual articles have distinct, separate, and important scientific contributions  
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Consequently, according to Hicks and Berg, multiple publications stemming from the same study may 

not necessarily be negative. Furthermore, Refinetti (1990) argues that there are three advantages of 

publishing in smaller units: 

1. It is easier to organize smaller units of data 

2. Rapid dissemination of information  

3. LPU offers more detailed description of each step 

The literature offers several explanations to understand the motivations by researchers. One is lacking 

awareness of publishing ethics (Adibi et al., 2010). Another is pressure to publish, which may be the 

reason why researchers split one set of results, or data set, into many articles (Dupps & Randleman, 

2012; Smart, 2017).  

Although a number of studies confirm the existence of fragmented publishing, there are studies that 

question the extent of the problem (Hennessey, Williams, Afshar, & MacNeily, 2012). Fanelli and 

Larivière (2016) even argue that publication pressure as a cause of a flood of salami-sliced publications, 

is likely to be at least exaggerated. Consequently, the existence of fragmented publishing seems to be 

confirmed, yet the extent of the phenomenon is unclear. Furthermore, Durani (2006) finds that there 

are subdisciplinary differences relating to redundant publications. Studies of fragmented publishing 

need to consider possible differences across disciplines or even subdisciplines. The majority of the 

existing studies analyze fragmented publishing using publications or projects from a specific field 

(Cheung, Lam, Wang, & Chadha, 2014; Durani, 2006; Hennessey et al., 2012; Le, Moran, Bezuhly, & 

Hong, 2015; Schein & Paladugu, 2001; Spielmans, Olson, & Keicher, 2017; Trujillo & Oren, 2018), but 

exceptions to this rule do exist. Ebrahim et al. (2016) use a study type as starting point focusing on 

randomized controlled trials, and Kim, Bae, Hahm, and Cho (2014) analyze medical journals from a 

specific country. However, these studies, although not focusing on a specific field, do not include field-

specific differences in their analysis and thus discipline or subdiscipline specific differences remain 

underexposed.  

The aim of the present study is to investigate on a larger scale if there over time has been an increasing 

tendency to single research studies generating multiple publications within a large number of medical 

fields. 

 

Methods 

Data is collected on two levels: review level and study/publication level. First, we collect a number of 

reviews and subsequently the included studies and publications in these are extracted. 

To generate our dataset, we extract the included studies and the resulting publications of a number of 

systematic reviews. Each review contains a number of included studies and these included studies form 

the data set. The unit of study was all included studies in all Cochrane reviews from 2012 to 2016. We 

sampled the reviews from the 53 Cochrane review groups to account for differences across 

subdisciplines. From the 53 group pages, a total of 9,019 links to reviews were extracted. The Cochrane 

review groups were sampled from the Cochrane library website.  
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Information on the publications stemming from a study is available in the reviews as the reviewer needs 

to identify potential duplicate publications. Substantial biases can arise in the analyses if studies are 

inadvertently included more than once in a meta-analysis. As stated in the Cochrane Handbook: 

 

A Cochrane review is a review of studies that meet pre-specified criteria for inclusion 

in the review. Since each study may have been reported in several articles, abstracts 

or other reports, a comprehensive search for studies for the review may identify 

many reports from potentially relevant studies (Higgins & Green, 2008). 

The handbook also states that duplicate publication can take various forms, ranging from identical 

manuscripts to reports describing different numbers of participants and different outcomes. 

The majority of data gathering was automated using the Python programming language. First, the set of 

all available Cochrane review groups was compiled on 14/03/2017 from the group overview page1. 

Each review page was accessed (also on 14/03/2017) to retrieve the list of included studies. This 

yielded a set of included studies for 6,212 of the reviews for a total of 92,428 included studies across all 

reviews. Finally, the metadata available for each publication for each study was saved for later analysis. 

The 92.428 included studies account for a total of 139,779 publications. Note that these numbers 

include all the data extracted before filtering by inclusion criteria (such as publication year) and data 

inconsistencies (such as missing fields). An overview of the process is available in the following. 

Cochrane Reviews 2012-2016: 

1. From the 53 group 9,019 reviews are identified 

2. Included studies are identified in 6,212 reviews  

Included studies in the reviews: 

3. 92.428 studies and 139,779 publications are extracted 

4. After filtering 55,181 studies and 86,533 publications are included in the data set. 

In the present study we analyze a total of 55,181 studies included in the reviews from 2012 to 2016 

across the 53 review groups.  

 

Results 

The 55,181 studies account for a total of 86,533 publications. The vast majority of these are journal 

articles, and the fragmented publications are also characterized by many journal publications. Table 1 

provides an overview of the share of journal articles by number of publications per study. As we can 

see from table 1, the majority of the studies resulted in a single publication of which 95 percent are 

journal articles. For studies with two resulting publications the share of journal articles is 88 percent, 

and for studies with 3 or more publications the share of journal articles ranges from 82 to 93 percent. 

Consequently, although the share of journal articles decreases slightly as the number of publications per 

                                                 
1 The groups are available in table 2. At the time, this was available at http://www.cochranelibrary.com/home/topic-and-
review-group-list.html?page=editorial-group 

http://www.cochranelibrary.com/home/topic-and-review-group-list.html?page=editorial-group
http://www.cochranelibrary.com/home/topic-and-review-group-list.html?page=editorial-group
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study increase, at least four out of five publications are journal articles. Even in cases with 15 or more 

publications from a single study, 87 percent of these are journal articles. 

 

Number of publications 
per study 

Number of 
studies  

Share of journal articles 

1 40,802 0.95 

2  6,305 0.88 

3  2,267 0.86 

4  1,148 0.86 

5  574 0.86 

6  358 0.86 

7  228 0.87 

8  143 0.86 

9  139 0.84 

10  77 0.90 

11  68 0.84 

12  50 0.93 

13  36 0.86 

14  40 0.82 

15 + 190 0.87 

Table 1. Share of journal articles by number of publications per study 

 

Now we turn to the development over time. Figure 1 depicts the mean number of publications per 

study from 1970 to 2015. The figure clearly shows that there is an increase in the number of 

publications per study from the mid-1980s to the late 1990s, and that the mean number of publications 

per study seems to have stabilized thereafter. Linear regressions over the three time periods (1970-

1985, 1986-1999 and 2000-2015) show that there were no statistically significant changes over time in 

the mean number of publications per study during the first and last period. However, in between these 

two periods (i.e. from 1986 to 1999), the number of publications per study increased by 0.17 every 10 

years, and this increase is statistically significant at the 0.01 level. Adding or removing a year to the 

chosen time periods does not change the results: there are no statistically significant changes over time 

during the first and last period whereas in between these two periods there is a statistically significant 

(at the 0.01 level) increase in the number of publications per study of 0.16 to 0.17 every 10 years. 
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Figure 1. Mean number of publications per study from 1970 to 2015 

 

We now focus on comparing the two stable periods to examine whether there are significant 

differences across the 53 review groups. Overall, there was a statistically significant increase in the 

number of publications per study from the period 1970-1985 (M=1.32, SD=1.06) to the period 2000-

2015 (M=1.63, SD=2.25). conditions; t(40,126)= -8,54, p= <0.01. Hence, there was an increase of 

about 0.3 publications per study when comparing studies from 1970-1985 to 2000-2015 

Although there has been a significant increase in the number of publications per study over time, when 

looking at the overall numbers, there are considerable differences among the review groups. Table 2 

provides an overview of the number of studies, number of publications and mean number of 

publications per study across groups throughout the period. Furthermore, the table shows the mean 

difference in the number of publications per study comparing 1970-85 to 2000-15. The groups where 

this difference is statistically different from zero at the 0.1 significance level or lower are marked with 

an asterisk. Further details are available in appendix 1. 

The table should be read as follows: The Colorectal Cancer group has included a number of studies in 

their reviews. The mean number of publications per study in this group was 1.07 when looking at the 

entire period 1970-2015. The mean number of publications per study increased from the period 1970-

1985 to 2000-2015 with 0.09. This increase is statistically significant at the 0.05 level of significance.  

There are two groups (HIV/AIDS Group and Methodology Review Group) with no studies from 1970 

to 1985 (e.g. groups formed after 1985), and consequently, the comparison of the mean number of 

publications per study in the two time periods is missing in the table for these two groups. 

 

Cochrane Review Group Publications Studies Mean no. of 

publications 

pr. study 

Change from 

1970-1985 to 

2000-2015 

Acute Respiratory Infections Group 1,954 1,737 1.13 0.00 
 

Airways Group  4,635 2,021 2.31 1.55 * 

Anaesthesia, Critical and Emergency Care Group 3,553 3,250 1.09 0.00 
 

1

1,1

1,2

1,3

1,4

1,5

1,6

1,7

1,8

19701972197419761978198019821984198619881990199219941996199820002002200420062008201020122014

Number of publications per study
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Back and Neck Group 720 556 1.29 0.19 
 

Bone, Joint and Muscle Trauma Group 1,952 887 2.27 0.51 
 

Breast Cancer Group 942 330 2.83 -4.90 *** 

Childhood Cancer Group 243 207 1.17 -0.21 
 

Colorectal Cancer Group 1,010 948 1.06 0.09 ** 

Common Mental Disorders Group 3,355 1,640 2.06 0.75 ** 

Consumers and Communication Group  1,084 816 1.33 0.24 
 

Cystic Fibrosis and Genetic Disorders Group 1,476 639 2.31 1.16 *** 

Dementia and Cognitive Improvement Group 709 438 1.60 0.63 
 

Developmental, Psychosocial and Learning 

Problems Group  

2,091 1,117 1.86 0.60 * 

Drugs and Alcohol Group 813 632 1.28 -0.25 
 

Effective Practice and Organisation of Care Group  1,548 1,170 1.32 -0.43 *** 

ENT Group 428 348 1.22 0.03 
 

Epilepsy Group 875 644 1.35 0.08 
 

Eyes and Vision Group 1,770 1,034 1.70 -0.12 
 

Fertility Regulation Group 1,050 840 1.24 0.15 ** 

Gynaecological, Neuro-oncology and Orphan 

Cancer Group 

2,041 1,496 1.35 0.38 *** 

Gynaecology and Fertility Group 2,982 2,364 1.24 0.18 
 

Haematological Malignancies Group 1,017 487 2.16 1.28 ** 

Heart Group 3,388 1,831 1.82 0.27 
 

Hepato-Biliary Group  1,941 1,055 1.84 -0.45 
 

HIV/AIDS Group 275 227 1.22 N/A 
 

Hypertension Group 1,320 829 1.62 0.18 
 

IBD Group 710 429 1.65 -0.11 
 

Incontinence Group 1,638 958 1.73 0.51 ** 

Infectious Diseases Group 1,614 1,297 1.20 0.06 
 

Injuries Group 989 805 1.22 -0.17 
 

Kidney and Transplant Group 4,283 1,801 2.38 1.11 ** 
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Lung Cancer Group 427 284 1.54 -0.78 * 

Metabolic and Endocrine Disorders Group 1,094 559 1.96 0.13 
 

Methodology Review Group  331 311 1.07 N/A 
 

Movement Disorders Group 250 181 1.39 -0.32 
 

Multiple Sclerosis and Rare Diseases of the CNS 

Group 

455 248 1.83 0.24 
 

Musculoskeletal Group 1,430 1,183 1.20 0.17 
 

Neonatal Group  1,477 1,065 1.39 0.09 
 

Neuromuscular Group 634 580 1.09 0.09 
 

Oral Health Group 1,673 1,273 1.31 -0.19 ** 

Pain, Palliative and Supportive Care Group 2,734 2,378 1.15 0.08 
 

Pregnancy and Childbirth Group 6,916 3,881 1.79 0.57 *** 

Public Health Group 661 334 2.00 0.70 
 

Schizophrenia Group 2,556 1,424 1.81 -0.02 
 

Skin Group 2,054 1,694 1.21 0.23 *** 

STI Group 187 125 1.47 -0.63 *** 

Stroke Group 2,762 1,400 1.97 0.14 
 

Tobacco Addiction Group 3,480 1,818 1.91 0.69 *** 

Upper GI and Pancreatic Diseases Group 1,032 844 1.22 0.22 
 

Urology Group 142 110 1.29 0.29 
 

Vascular Group 1,667 985 1.66 0.59 *** 

Work Group  495 390 1.24 0.25 
 

Wounds Group 1,308 1,003 1.31 0.16 
 

Table 2. Mean number of publications per group. Changes significant at the 0.1 level is marked with *, 

changes significant at the 0.05 level is marked with ** and changes significant at the 0.01 level is marked 

with ***. 

 

Out of the 53 review groups, 19 groups had a statistically significant different mean number of 

publications per study during the two time periods (1970-1985 and 2000-2015, respectively). 

Interestingly, 5 of these 19 groups had a lower number of publications per study in 2000-2015 

compared to 1970-1985, whereas 14 groups had a more publications per study in 2000-15 than in 1970-

85.  
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Another interesting observation from Table 2 is that there are large differences in terms of the average 

number of publications per study across the groups. Some groups publish just one publication per 

study whereas other fields publish over two publications per study on average. Some of the groups 

have doubled the number of publications per study over time (e.g. Airways group, Haematological 

Malignancies Group) whereas other groups have decreased the mean number of publications per study 

considerably (e.g. Breast Cancer Group, Effective Practice and Organisation of Care Group). 

Consequently, the use of fragmented publishing seems to depend on the specific field studied. 

 

Discussion and conclusion 

Before discussing the implications of this study, a number of limitations need to be considered. 

First, it is important to stress that this study does not characterize the studies in terms of being 

redundant or fragmented. A study resulting in several or even many publications may not necessarily be 

negative but could equally well mean that the study contains abundant data or information for several 

publications.  

Second, the reviewers performing Cochrane reviews may have increased the registration of publications 

stemming from a study over time. This could be the case, if they have improved the level of detail 

when locating and describing studies. Thus, the observed increase in the number of publications per 

study over time may in some part be due to Cochrane reviewers paying more attention to publications 

in a study.  

Finally, studies may have become larger over time (e.g. multi-site, multi-national, multi-disciplinary) in 

which case more publications per study might be a natural consequence. More data is collected, and 

therefore more analyses can be carried out within the frame of a single study. This may imply that the 

increase in the number of publications per study over time can potentially have been caused by changes 

in the characteristics of the underlying research projects. Ebrahim et al. (2016) show that a greater 

sample size, presence of preprimary secondary publications, and a previously published design article 

predicted more secondary publications. These changes in the characteristics of research projects may 

not necessarily take place within all review groups and thus field differences may increase. 

Despite limitations, this study is a large-scale analysis, strengthened by both the broadness represented 

by research subdisciplines, and depth in terms of more than 50,000 studies being analyzed. We show 

that fragmented publications consist primarily of journal articles. Even if a study results in many 

publications, more than 80 percent of these are journal publications. This demonstrates that 

fragmented publishing is not just datasets, conference papers or other forms of publishing, but is actual 

publishable research. This is in accordance with existing, although smaller, studies showing that despite 

the number of fragmented publications can be high, they may be published in well renowned journals 

(Ebrahim et al., 2016; Schein & Paladugu, 2001).  

Furthermore, this study also shows that the extent of fragmented publishing is tied to disciplines which 

support the findings from a case study in chemistry and mechanical engineering (Kolesnikov, 

Fukumoto & Bozeman, 2018). Within some subdisciplines, the average number of publications per 

study is over two, whereas it within other subdisciplines is close to one. Additionally, a reduction of 

mean number of publications per study is even found in some subdisciplines. The Cochrane groups 
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analyzed in this study may themselves encompass internals differences, since they in most cases can be 

further subdivided, e.g. Metabolic and Endocrine Disorders Group, which covers both reviews and 

studies on diabetes and other endocrine disorders. It therefore makes good sense that fragmented 

publishing is generally investigated using a specific discipline or subdiscipline as a starting point. 

Examples include otolaryngology (Cheung et al., 2014), plastic surgery (Durani, 2006) and surgery 

(Schein & Paladugu, 2001). Analyses can also use a journal as a proxy for a subdiscipline (Hennessey et 

al., 2012). Due to the dispersed nature of the existing studies, comparisons across fields can be difficult 

to make.  

In conclusion, some subdisciplines have published more per study over time, whereas other 

subdisciplines have published less. In general, there is an increase in the average number of publications 

per study, however some groups have decreased the average number of publications per study. Fanelli 

and Larivière (2016) show that there is no net increase in productivity by researchers, and they 

conclude that contemporary science is not suffering from a salami-slicing of papers. However, this 

study finds that there are remarkable differences across subdisciplines, and future analyses can benefit 

from using the level of discipline or even subdiscipline.  
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Appendix 1.   

Number of publications per study in the entire time period as well as 1970-1985 and 2000-2015. 
 

Mean no. 
of 
publicatio
ns per 
study 

Mean 
1970-
85 

N 
(1970
-85) 

SD 
(1970
-85) 

Mean 
2000-
15 

N 
(2000
-15) 

SD 
(2000
-15) 

T-test D.f. P-
value 

Acute 1.13 1.14 195 0.56 1.14 847 0.66 0.03 1040 0.98 

Airways 2.31 1.13 67 0.49 2.69 1261 4.70 -2.71 1326 0.01 

Anaesthesia 1.09 1.09 137 0.38 1.09 2104 0.76 0.01 2239 0.99 

Back 1.29 1.12 33 0.48 1.31 418 1.13 -0.94 449 0.35 

Bone 2.27 1.75 20 1.41 2.26 494 2.29 -0.98 512 0.33 

Breast 2.83 7.00 5 8.28 2.10 238 2.28 4.33 241 0.00 

Childhood 1.17 1.35 17 0.49 1.14 123 0.72 1.20 138 0.23 

Colorectal 1.06 1.01 158 0.08 1.09 522 0.50 -2.21 678 0.03 

Common 2.06 1.47 88 1.14 2.21 1015 3.37 -2.08 1101 0.04 

Consumers 1.33 1.11 18 0.47 1.36 656 0.91 -1.14 672 0.26 

Cystic 2.31 1.45 58 0.68 2.61 349 2.72 -3.22 405 0.00 

Dementia 1.60 1.00 2 0.00 1.63 347 2.28 -0.39 347 0.70 

Developmental 1.86 1.32 50 0.65 1.92 713 2.47 -1.70 761 0.09 

Drugs 1.28 1.53 19 1.12 1.28 499 0.87 1.22 516 0.22 

Effective 1.32 1.74 53 1.87 1.30 849 1.03 2.80 900 0.01 

ENT 1.22 1.22 23 0.67 1.24 213 0.60 -0.20 234 0.84 

Epilepsy 1.35 1.21 38 0.53 1.29 373 1.05 -0.49 409 0.63 

Eyes 1.70 1.72 100 1.66 1.60 691 2.73 0.41 789 0.68 

Fertility 1.24 1.13 89 0.34 1.29 489 0.63 -2.23 576 0.03 

Gynaecological 1.35 1.08 158 0.36 1.46 877 1.64 -2.87 1033 0.00 

Gynaecology 1.24 1.08 51 0.27 1.26 1764 0.88 -1.46 1813 0.14 

Haematological 2.16 1.06 18 0.24 2.34 315 2.59 -2.10 331 0.04 

Heart 1.82 1.56 105 1.09 1.83 1208 2.29 -1.18 1311 0.24 

Hepato 1.84 2.19 32 2.16 1.74 783 3.42 0.74 813 0.46 

HIV 1.22 
         

Hypertension 1.62 1.40 83 1.78 1.57 477 1.85 -0.81 558 0.42 

IBD 1.65 1.86 21 0.91 1.75 258 1.88 0.26 277 0.79 

Incontinence 1.73 1.36 76 0.84 1.87 586 2.19 -2.01 660 0.04 

Infectious 1.20 1.15 110 0.64 1.22 747 0.97 -0.68 855 0.49 

Injuries 1.22 1.39 64 0.90 1.22 477 0.77 1.59 539 0.11 

Kidney 2.38 1.49 103 1.31 2.60 1177 5.03 -2.24 1278 0.03 

Lung 1.54 2.22 9 2.17 1.44 186 1.25 1.76 193 0.08 

Metabolic 1.96 1.82 11 1.40 1.95 441 3.58 -0.12 450 0.90 

Methodology 1.07 
         

Movement 1.39 1.67 3 0.58 1.34 154 0.92 0.61 155 0.55 

Multiple 1.83 1.75 4 0.50 1.99 193 3.28 -0.15 195 0.88 

Musculoskeletal 1.20 1.05 41 0.22 1.22 895 0.82 -1.36 934 0.17 

Neonatal 1.39 1.32 60 0.75 1.41 653 1.16 -0.58 711 0.56 
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Neuromuscular 1.09 1.00 22 0.00 1.09 381 0.36 -1.19 401 0.24 

Oral 1.31 1.45 118 0.94 1.26 819 0.79 2.40 935 0.02 

Pain 1.15 1.10 162 0.43 1.19 1382 0.80 -1.33 1542 0.18 

Pregnancy 1.79 1.39 453 1.32 1.95 1951 2.13 -5.43 2402 0.00 

Public 2.00 1.29 7 0.49 1.98 268 1.57 -1.17 273 0.24 

Schizophrenia 1.81 1.80 272 2.78 1.78 740 2.25 0.11 1010 0.92 

Skin 1.21 1.06 149 0.24 1.29 941 0.86 -3.23 1088 0.00 

STI 1.47 2.00 18 1.14 1.38 56 0.73 2.74 72 0.01 

Stroke 1.97 1.63 63 1.42 1.78 1013 4.26 -0.26 1074 0.79 

Tobacco 1.91 1.34 93 0.83 2.03 1180 1.86 -3.54 1271 0.00 

Upper 1.22 1.04 23 0.21 1.26 558 0.85 -1.23 579 0.22 

Urology 1.29 1.00 7 0.00 1.29 63 0.96 -0.78 68 0.44 

Vascular 1.66 1.27 105 0.61 1.85 536 1.91 -3.12 639 0.00 

Work 1.24 1.06 16 0.25 1.32 262 0.94 -1.08 276 0.28 

Wounds 1.31 1.18 60 0.54 1.34 561 0.91 -1.31 619 0.19 

 

 

 


